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Where to begin?

The vast majority of our business have been impacted by the governments rule setting reaction to
the Covid-19 virus.  Some businesses have been positively impacted - anything related to the

housing market has done well.  Other businesses have been negatively impacted, restaurants, hair
salons, etc.  Most businesses fall somewhere in the middle such as Tomak.

2020 was a hunker down year for Tomak, making sure we survived with our capabilities intact so
we can service our commercial aerospace customers when business picks back up.  Five months

into 2021, we are seeing positive signs that business is picking up, in the US.  We are now
investing for our future; we made our first employee hire in over a year.  We placed a purchase 
order for another machine tool, and we are spending monies to make the outside of Tomak look

aesthetically pleasing to our customers, employees and vendors.

There remain many unknowns, Tomak is using our cloudy crystal ball to help guide us to a 
brighter future where we can interact with others in person instead of via zoom.  I hope each of

you can say the same and I hope to see you in person in the near future.

Al “AJ” Schaeper Jr

President - TTMA



WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. employers posted a record 9.3 million job openings in April
with the U.S. economy reopening at break-neck speed.

The number of job openings soared 12% from the 8.3 million counted in March.

But employers hired just 6.1 million, up 1% from March, according to a Labor Department
report Tuesday, suggesting that positions are opening faster than companies can fill them.

“More than a year after horrific job losses and wage cuts, job seekers have a strong hand in the
labor market again. Demand for workers is surging as the broader economy starts to emerge from

the pandemic," said Nick Bunker, director of the Hiring Lab. “At the same time, supply is
restrained as workers are slow to find their post-pandemic normal. The result is a labor market

that has snapped back quicker than many expected.”

Hotels and restaurants, reopening after being forced to close or curb hours during the coronavirus
pandemic, reported the biggest increase in job openings.

The number of Americans quitting their jobs rose 11% to almost 4 million in April, the highest
figure in records going back to 2000.

The Labor Department reported Friday that the U.S. economy generated 559,000 new jobs in
May and that the unemployment rate dipped to 5.8% from 6.1% in April. The hiring figures 

would ordinarily be viewed as exceptional. But as the economy rebounds from the coronavirus
recession, some economists had expected to see much faster job gains. The United States is still

7.6 million jobs short of where it stood in February 2020.



“Chilling out at the 2021 TTMA Golf outing”

Monday May 17th marked the 100th annual TTMA golf outing (OK – maybe not the 100th - I only
recently started for the Association – but I know they have been doing this for a while J)

What started as a cold, wet “iffy” day ended as a great day of golf where a good time was had by
all!

With near record attendance, the day was marked by great networking, competitive golf with
great prizes and a fantastic steak dinner.

A heartfelt “THANKS” to our many sponsors, and to all of our golfers who patiently waited out
the storm as well as to the awesome staff at the Hamilton Elks Golf club who were such a

pleasure to deal with.



A Big “THANK YOU” to all of our awesome sponsors who helped to make our event such a success!



Major sponsors:

Mazak

American Testing Services

General Tool Company

Cincinnati Commercial Contracting

Eagle Sponsors: 

Tomak Precision

Knox Machinery Inc.

Feilhauer's

TechSolve

Action Staffing Services & Moderm Machining Solutions

Industrial Tube & Steel

McGohan Brabender

LCNB National Bank

LNS

EMJ Metals 

Jones Machinery

Prolink

Sentry

A-G Tool & Die

Buckeye Business Solutions

Rocket Supply

Sunbelt

United Precision Services



Manufacturing Technology Orders Up 41.6% in March
New orders placed in March also marked a 16.1% increase from the previous month of February,

according to the most recent U.S. Manufacturing Technology Orders report.

U.S. Manufacturing Technology Orders totaled $437.85 million in March, an increase of 41.6% from the

same month a year ago, according to the U.S. Manufacturing Technology Orders report published

Monday by AMT – The Association For Manufacturing Technology.

Total orders to date for 2021 reached $1.1 billion, almost one-third above the total orders in the first 

quarter of last year. New orders placed in March also marked a 16.1% increase from the previous month

of February.

“It is noteworthy that total orders in the first quarter were significantly higher than total orders in Q1 

2020, given the strength of the first three months of 2020, when the pandemic had not yet affected the

industry,” said Douglas K. Woods, president of AMT. “And while these are certainly impressive numbers,

they should have been even higher when looking at Oxford Economics’ prediction that U.S. GDP could

have been 9.2% had inventories been at their normal levels versus the 6.4% actually achieved for Q1

2021. The good news is they predict that Q2 2021 growth will likely be upwards of 12%.”

“Drilling into sectors, agricultural, construction, and mining machinery orders more than doubled from 

last month; and recreational equipment, including boats, motorcycles, snow mobiles, and ATVs, were all

very strong. Two notable industries which saw declines over February 2021 were automotive and

aerospace, two sectors which typically drive manufacturing growth, highlighting just how strong orders

from other sectors were in March.”

https://www.mdm.com/news/research/economic-trends/manufacturing-technology-orders-up-34-2-in-february/


SAVE THE DATES!

Now that the world is opening back up the TTMA is leading the charge with an action packed
list of upcoming events!

August 30th – TTMA tour of United Grinding Technologies Miamisburg

September 27th – TTMA Takes over TOP GOLF West Chester

October 18th – TTMA Under the Stars – bring your “significant other” Vinoklet Winery Cincinnati

December 6th TTMA Christmas Networking Mixer MadTree Brewing Cincinnati


